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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2021 
September 24-25, 2021 

Videoconference 

MINUTES 

Minutes of the Métis Nation British Columbia (MNBC)/Métis Provincial Council of British Columbia 
(MPCBC) 2021 Annual General Meeting (AGM) held September 24-25, 2021 via videoconference. 

DIRECTORS PRESENT: 
Lissa Smith, Acting President 
Shaughn Davoren 
Louis De Jaeger 
Kate Elliot 
Debra Fisher 

Paulette Flamond 
Raynie Gervais 
Dean Gladue 
Patrick Harriott 
Susie Hooper  

ALSO PRESENT: 
John Bieker, AGM Deputy Clerk 
Daniel Fontaine, Chief Executive Officer (CEO) 
Christopher Gall, AGM Clerk 

Eli Mina, Registered Parliamentarian 
Dave Peltier, AGM Chair 

TOTAL ATTENDANCE: 
A total of 180 MNBC Registered Voting Delegates were in attendance. 

PREPARATION OF MINUTES: 
Christel Guenette, Raincoast Ventures Ltd. 

DAY ONE | Friday, September 24, 2021 

OPENING PRAYERS 
Christopher Gall, AGM Clerk, welcomed delegates to the meeting at approximately 12:03 p.m. Senators 
Phillip Gladue and Elizabeth Hoogendorn provided Opening Prayers. A moment of silence was observed 
in recognition of the children’s graves found at residential schools. 

OPENING CEREMONIES 
O Canada and the Métis Ballad were provided through a video presentation. 
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GREETINGS AND OPENING REMARKS (presented via pre-recorded messages) 
Métis Nation of Alberta (MNA) President Audrey Poitras  
President Poitras offered virtual greetings on behalf of the MNA and welcomed delegates to the 
2021 MNBC AGM. The President thanked the Elders for the opening prayers, which was a Métis tradition 
from the days of Louis Riel to open every event with prayer. It brought to focus the importance of the 
work to be done.  

Annual gatherings were a time to reconnect, but the pandemic compelled delegates to meet virtually. It 
had been a trying year, and the MNBC, its Board of Directors and staff were commended on their work to 
advance Métis rights, culture and the well-being for all Métis families and communities. It was heartening 
to witness MNBC move forward and work together for the betterment of its citizens and nation. Citizens 
voices were the voice of the Métis Nation. The President looked forward to MNBC’s continued partnership 
with MNA at the national level. 

Métis Nation – Saskatchewan (MN-S) President Glen McCallum 
President McCallum greeted the meeting in Michif. The President continued his greetings to the AGM, 
noting these meetings were a time to visit and receive information on what had been accomplished in the 
province and in the development of the relationship with the federal government. COVID-19 put 
Governing Members in a difficult situation to continue developing programs. Appreciation was expressed 
to staff and for MN-S’s partnership with MNBC.  

Métis Nation of Ontario (MNO) President Margaret Froh 
President Froh offered greetings to MNBC, guests and dignitaries in attendance at the AGM, and to the 
leadership and citizens of the MNBC. There was a lot to celebrate, and MNBC was commended on its 
efforts to ensure accountability and good governance, including livestreaming the AGM. The continued 
cooperation of senior officials created positive change in the lives of MNBC’s citizens.  

MNO recently held its own AGM, coinciding with Powley day, which provided opportunities to reflect on 
the sacrifice of that family for the benefit of all Métis people. MNO pledged to continue its efforts to fight 
for Métis rights, recognition and respect to realize the dream of the ancestors. 

The past year presented opportunities to offer support and kindness to each other. We stand stronger 
together and can accomplish much when adhering to the values of democracy, justice, peace, and the 
commitments to integrity, transparency and good governance.  

OPENING REMARKS – ACTING PRESIDENT LISSA SMITH 
Acting President Smith thanked the Senators for their Opening Prayers, and Métis Veterans for their 
service. It was acknowledged that Métis Veterans traditionally participated in the flag party during the 
AGM.  

Gratitude was expressed to all citizens for joining the AGM virtually. While this format was not ideal, 
Cabinet made the decision to hold a virtual AGM due to uncertainties around COVID-19 restrictions. It 
was anticipated that the 2022 AGM would be held in a hybrid format to continue participation by citizens 
unable to travel to an in-person gathering. Increased registrations were experienced with the virtual 
format, and numerous examples were given of individuals able to participate due to the virtual format. 
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The Acting President thanked MNBC volunteers, who were the lifeblood of the MNBC, during the trying 
year. From participating in multiple zoom meetings to responding to citizens in crisis, they rose to the 
challenge. Staff were recognized for their professionalism, commitment and dedication to the nation. 
MNBC grew to over 100 employees and remained committed to delivering programs and services. 

Over the previous 15 months, $3.5 million in funding was directed to MNBC Chartered Communities, and 
included: 
• $1.6 million to support five Métis service providers and other child and family programs
• Support for Métis artists with the provision of $500 grants to continue Métis artist talks and culture

sharing workshops
• $500 grants to over 60 Métis Veterans to mitigate the impacts of COVID-19
• Over 750 Education Technology Support Grants to post-secondary students, and over 450 grants to

families with school age children
• $500,000 in funding to support Métis-owned businesses
• New innovative health programs to provide counselling for youth and adults
• Temporary utility and rental supports for over 715 citizens.

The majority of programs offered were new and delivered by staff while also delivering on existing 
programs.  

On a historic note, MNBC completed the purchase of land in Kamloops, which would be used to build 
housing for Métis people, provide Métis-specific childcare, and offer office space for Chartered 
Communities and Lii Michif Otipemisiwak (LMO) Family and Community Services. This was the first of 
many purchases to be made, and MNBC was committed to securing property in each region in the 
province.  

Acting President Smith informed that a new initiative was underway to ensure Métis community 
connections through the creation of three MNBC mobile community centres to deliver programs and 
services. These centres would ensure that all families had access to opportunities created by MNBC. Each 
centre would be customized to offer services such as Métis Early Years, education programs, health 
programs, training programs, housing, youth programs and registry application assistance. The mobile 
units would house onboard technology for use by Métis families and communities to receive assistance 
and service enrollment. 

Ongoing work included the Wâhkôtowin Registry Renewal Project, which would replace the current 
registry database with up-to-date technology, digitize citizenship and harvesting files, improve customer 
service and processing times, allow for online citizen address updates and issue new citizenship cards, 
enabling MNBC to be the first Indigenous government to be paperless in five years. A province-wide 
recruitment strategy was developed to encourage Métis people to register with MNBC. The recent 
Election kicked off with a citizenship drive in Kelly Lake, which reached 25 citizens and allowed Kelly Lake 
to become a Chartered Community, subject to MNGA approval.  

The Cabinet continued to advance Métis citizens’ inherent rights under Section 35. Discussions, specific 
to self-government, with the federal government were put on hold due to the federal election but would 
pick up again with the re-elected government in the coming weeks. MNBC remained engaged throughout 
the election and sent questions to all major parties and candidates. Additionally, the Cabinet continued 
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to advocate with the province for recognition. MNBC submitted fulsome comments on the draft 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act (DRIPA) action plan, stressing the importance of 
recognizing the distinct rights of Métis people. 

MNBC tabled a $1 million submission to the BC Legislature, and the Finance Committee, along with the 
Chief Executive Officer (CEO), presented its budget submission to the Budget Standing Committee. The 
submission included $50 million for the Ministry of Housing and Homelessness, with a focus on the 
acquisition of land, and $12 million to provide stable and consistent long-term funding for Chartered 
Communities. 

Some successes were achieved for long-term funding with the receipt of $30 million for step skills training 
and post-secondary support. This funding would enable more Métis citizens to receive career education 
supports.  

Concerns related to self-identifying Métis accessing similar services as citizens were heard, which created 
an unfair loophole that was susceptible to abuse. Cabinet instructed staff to develop Métis citizen-based 
funding initiatives this fall. Moving forward, unless explicitly stated in the contribution agreement, all 
programs and services would only be available to MNBC citizens, or those with a verified application in 
progress with the registry.  

In an effort to increase accountability to all citizens and communities, the Board of Directors launched an 
openness and transparency initiative. This included posting Board expenses and minutes online, and 
scheduling Cabinet Town Halls, the third of which would be held that evening at 6:00 p.m. These Town 
Halls increased Cabinet’s accessibility and accountability to citizens. Citizens would also be engaged and 
provide input into a formal budget consultation process. 

The decision of the Board of Directors to remove President Clara Morin Dal Col was based on the report 
from an independent investigator and legal advice. Details could be found on the MNBC website. 

AGM Clerk Gall, in response to questions from attendees, confirmed that all Métis governments were 
invited to provide opening remarks. 

QUORUM ANNOUNCED 
AGM Clerk Christopher Gall confirmed that a quorum of registered voting delegates was in attendance. 

NOMINATIONS CALLED FOR THE 2021 AGM CHAIR 
Nominations for the position of 2021 AGM Chair were welcomed. 

It was MOVED (Susie Hooper) and SECONDED (Louis De Jaeger) 

That Dave Peltier be nominated as the MNBC Annual General Meeting (AGM) Chair, at the AGM held 
September 24-25, 2021. 

NOMINATION ACCEPTED 
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It was MOVED (Christopher Yates) and SECONDED (Leo Lavallee) 

That Donald Courson be nominated as the MNBC Annual General Meeting (AGM) Chair, at the AGM held 
September 24-25, 2021. 

NOMINEE ABSENT 

It was MOVED (Anya McVean) and SECONDED (Robin Lawson) 

That Christopher Yates be nominated as the MNBC Annual General Meeting (AGM) Chair, at the AGM held 
September 24-25, 2021. 

NOMINATION ACCEPTED 

There being no further nominations, a vote was conducted using an online voting system, the results of 
which were:  
• 104 delegates voted in favour of Dave Peltier
• 43 delegated voted in favour of Christopher Yates.

AGM Clerk Gall confirmed Dave Peltier as AGM Chair. Christopher Yates was thanked for permitting his 
name to stand for AGM Chair. 

AGENDA VARIED 
The order of the agenda was varied at the meeting. Items are presented in these minutes in the order 
they were considered and are numbered as indicated on the approved agenda. 

1. CALL TO ORDER
AGM Chair Dave Peltier acknowledged the importance of the AGM as a forum for governance and
nation participation for citizens. While holding the AGM virtually was not ideal, it still provided an
opportunity to meet new people and have fruitful discussions. It was anticipated that the
2022 AGM would be held in-person.

AGM Chair Peltier acknowledged technical difficulties and informed that staff was available to
assist anyone experiencing issues logging into Zoom and the voting platform.

AGM Chair Peltier reviewed meeting protocols and the proposed standing rules that would guide
the meeting, before calling the meeting to order at 1:31 p.m.

2. REVIEW AND ACCEPTANCE OF THE 2021 AGM AGENDA
Related information: “Draft Agenda of the Métis Nation British Columbia/Métis Provincial Council
of British Columbia 2021 Annual General Meeting scheduled September 24-25, 2021”

AGM Chair Peltier suggested that the Agenda be amended to consider the review and acceptance
of the 2020 AGM Minutes on Day 2 to provide sufficient time for review by delegates.

Main Motion
It was MOVED (Raynie Gervais) and SECONDED (Paulette Flamond)

That the Agenda for the Métis Nation British Columbia 2021 Annual General Meeting scheduled
September 24-25, 2021, be accepted with amendment to move Item 3, Review and Acceptance
of the 2020 AGM Minutes, to Day 2 of the AGM.
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Discussion on the Motion  
During discussion, comments were offered regarding: 
• Addition of the acceptance of Kelly Lake as a Chartered Community

o Consideration of this item would occur at a duly convened Métis Nation Governing
Assembly (MNGA) meeting.

Point of Order 
In response to a Point of Order on the proper procedure to amend the agenda, AGM Chair Peltier 
confirmed that the motion could be modified by the mover and seconder prior to consideration 
by the Assembly.  

Motion to Close Debate 
It was MOVED (Daleen Thomas) and SECONDED (Louis De Jaeger) 

That debate on the Main Motion be called to a close. 
CARRIED (AGM2021-01) 

(In Favour 127, Opposed 13, Abstain 5) 

Question on the Main Motion  
Question was called on the Main Motion. A vote was conducted using an online voting system. 
AGM Chair Peltier declared that the resolution was: 

CARRIED (AGM2021-02) 
(In Favour 120, Opposed 16, Abstain 2) 

Recess 
The meeting recessed at 2:00 p.m. and reconvened at 2:07 p.m. 

QUORUM CONFIRMATION 
AGM Clerk Christopher Gall confirmed that 133 registered voting delegates were in attendance. 

4. CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER/DEPUTY MINISTER REPORT
Daniel Fontaine, CEO, informed that the presentation provided during the meeting would be
available on the MNBC website. During review of a presentation titled “MNBC Annual General
Meeting CEO presentation”, comments were offered regarding:
• Focus of the presentation on Métis women and girls issues
• What we know Métis women are navigating (areas we can focus on to improve the lives of

Métis women)
• Ministry of Women and Gender Equity (MOWGE) highlights
• MNBC’s Strategic Plan commitment to women

o The Strategic Plan was available to download and view on the MNBC website
• Review across all MNBC ministries on the responsibility for the wellbeing of Métis women was 

shared
• Statistics from the previous fiscal year
• Opportunities moving forward, including:

o Increased engagement with the BC Office for Gender Equity, which focuses on actions
from Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls (MMIWG) National Action Plan

o Intention of MNBC’s Ministry of Health to hire a provincial gender and sexual health
coordinator
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o Exploration of cervix check opportunities beyond services piloted in the northwest
o Continuing to listen and work with Métis women to learn more about their dreams and

goals, as well as barriers and challenges, to offer programming that addresses their needs
o Commitment to fund and support a Métis Women Employment Coordinator, reporting to

the Ministry of Women, to bridge the two ministries and ensure focus remained on this
priority issue

• 2022-2023 BC provincial budget submission from MOWGE
• Challenges, including:

o Capacity across the ministries is varied and limited
o Capacity across Chartered Communities is limited
o Capacity funding to ensure sustained action on issues facing Métis women and families
o Equitable access to government funding, programs and services is an area of achievement

still to be realized
o Access to reliable data that can inform policy.

The CEO acknowledged Sheila Lewis, Senior Director, MOWGE, and Minister Kate Elliot, who were 
available to respond to the data points and issues identified in the presentation. 

Minister Elliot acknowledged the hard work of MOWGE staff. In response to a question regarding 
the initial consultation of the Women’s Strategic Plan, Minister Elliot informed that work was 
undertaken by previous leadership and conducted through regional engagement sessions. The 
full report was available on the website. There was still heavy work ahead and there were many 
passionate and strong Métis matriarchs working at the grassroots level to ensure that women and 
girls felt safe. 

Discussion on the Presentation 
During an ensuing discussion with the presenter, the following questions/comments (Q/C) and 
responses (R) were provided: 

Q/C: With the recent citizenship drive in Kelly Lake and the current backlog in the registry, can 
we have confidence that the process was not rushed for Kelly Lake citizens? 

R: Each application is processed under the direction of the Registrar to ensure each applicant 
meets the requirements for citizenship. Cabinet recognized the need to assist Kelly Lake in 
becoming a Chartered Community to ensure funding was directed to assist residents for 
their basic needs, which were sorely lacking. 

Q/C: Region 7 approved Kelly Lake’s application to move forward to the MNGA to become an 
official Chartered Community. Kelly Lake encompasses Tumbler Ridge, which also 
accounts for the increase in numbers. 

Q/C: Citizens want transparency and confidence in the Registry. 

Q/C: Was the presentation intended to demonstrate that women are in higher need? What 
was the purpose of the statistics? 

R: It was the intention to take a “snapshot” or “baseline” of programs to understand how 
MNBC is serving women. Not all numbers were celebratory, which demonstrates where 
the demand is to focus better on in the coming years.  
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R: Women have been impacted by COVID-19 and their needs are high. The presentation was 
to showcase MNBC’s response and how Métis women are being served through various 
ministries.  

R: In order to reduce numbers, MNBC wants to see women better connected to research and 
community to reduce insecurity (food and housing), childcare issues, and support women 
in their recovery journey. 

Q/C: Many women lost employment and are represented in your numbers here as citizens. You 
are speaking to people that have suffered a number of traumas in the last year. Please do 
not objectify them. 

Q/C: Was statistical data for women compared to non-Indigenous statistical data? 

R: These statistics were not compared to non-Indigenous data but were indicative of MNBC 
women accessing supports from our various Ministries and departments.  

Q/C: Regarding the MNBC housing program, what projects are underway and what related 
funds are committed to date? What is the strategy and plan going forward? How do 
regions get involved in those discussions? 

R: Funding was identified in the budget in the previous two years; however, no investments 
in land purchases were made. MNBC does have funds in its government operating budget 
that need to be expended by March 2022. MNBC is in the land accumulation phase and 
was able to purchase land in Kamloops. It will be used to provide affordable housing for 
Métis families and individuals, childcare, office space, and a number of other activities on 
the site. 

Cabinet provided direction to develop a large strategy to purchase land in all regions 
between now and the next fiscal year. We will be in more of a position to make an 
announcement before Christmas. The majority of the funding request to the Standing 
Committee was for the purchase of land and to examine the Cultural Land Transfer 
Program, transferring Crown land to MNBC for larger housing projects. A new entity or 
housing authority would be created to manage that land and housing on behalf of MNBC. 

R: There are projects in progress across the province; however, MNBC is not in a position to 
discuss the details. These projects are in partnership with the Ministry of Education and 
provide funding for new daycare spaces.  

There is a large initiative to ensure funds are allocated appropriately. The first goal is to 
work with provincial funds to leverage federal funds in the most effective ways possible. 
This will reduce housing needs and provide affordable, below market rents. A number of 
projects are along service delivery, including working with Employment and Social 
Development Canada (ESDC) to employ women homeless outreach workers across the 
province in the housing continuum to promote affordable home ownership and extend the 
Ma Nîki initiative. 

Q/C: How do regions or communities get involved in project discussions that are being 
negotiated now or would be of interest within their region? 

R: Reach out to housing staff to discuss your local priorities. This funding is just the beginning. 
We are requesting additional funding from Canada and BC to expand beyond purchasing 
one property per region. 
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Q/C: If 70% of women lost their jobs due to COVID-19, and only 65% of women received 
services, this is gender-based inequity. There seemed to be double messaging: the larger 
numbers indicated that women were in the majority in these statistics, but a gender 
analysis on the population pool was proposed. 

R: There is a challenge in the lack of data and prepared statistics. There is still work to be 
done in the analysis of the data collected and how it is presented. We wanted Ministries 
to use a gender-based lens on their work and in data collection in order to be in the best 
position to report back as a government. There are shortfalls in data collection and 
reporting. 

R: It is easy to get lost in the numbers and not see the stories of the women and girls the 
statistics represent. Women live with inequity daily, whether in housing, employment, 
access to healthcare, the criminal justice system, etc. The data is important, but MOWGE 
will not let the lack of data prevent it from creating change. As identified through MMIWG 
and the Calls to Action, and the “Thanks for Listening” report, women are affected and 
MNBC cannot wait to act. 

Q/C: Thank you to Minister Elliot, MNBC staff and regional representatives for looking after the 
women caring for Métis children. 

Q/C: There is a citizenship challenge before the MNBC Senate regarding the Vice President, 
and evidence brought forward by the Registrar that only one clerk has completed the 
training necessary. What is being done to ensure the reliability of the registry database? 
Is there enough qualified staff to process applications? 

R: We have professional staff in the registry, and with the Wâhkôtowin Project to identify 
ways to expedite the application process and increase the number of MNBC citizens. The 
Registrar is working with the registry team to increase training and ensuring staff 
continues to have access to this training, especially around genealogy.  

Q/C: Is MNBC purchasing clear land or land with structures? Are lands being purchased 
outright, or with mortgages? 

R: MNBC strives to purchase open field land with no structures. If structures are located on 
the land, they will either be repurposed or raised. Properties will be purchased that can be 
used immediately. 

MNBC will own the properties outright. There is funding within the operating budget to 
purchase properties that do not extend beyond the existing funding envelopes. The 
cultural land transfers would ideally be located adjacent to private land to be able to 
expand the base for larger projects. 

Q/C: The Mid-Island Métis Nation presented a proposal to the previous President, the Justice 
Coordinator, and the CEO, which was denied three times. This proposal enabled the 
Mid-Island Métis Nation to purchase land for a dollar and included two major partners 
with major financial commitments. These denials devastated the community, and the 
partners have withdrawn and are hesitant to work with MNBC again. A better 
understanding of the proposal process and requirements would assist in the future. Each 
proposal included many volunteer hours over the course of a year to ensure the 
Mid-Island Métis could proceed. 
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R: The current Cabinet committed to expanding partnerships and purchasing land with 
Chartered Communities to build housing. A meeting with the CEO would be feasible to 
discuss opportunities for housing and to rebuild trust. MNBC is looking on Vancouver 
Island for land to purchase. Continued conversations can occur offline. 

5. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OVERVIEW
Related information: “Métis Provincial Council of British Columbia Financial Statements for the
Year Ended March 31, 2021”

Jeffrey Hunt, Partner, Manning Elliott Chartered Accountants, reviewed the financial statements
and confirmed they were fairly presented, in accordance with generally accepted Canadian
accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations.

Discussion on the Presentation
During an ensuing discussion with the presenter, the following questions/comments (Q/C) and
responses (R) were provided:

Q/C: Where do we find the disclosure on employees receiving remuneration in excess of 
$75,000? 

R: The BC Societies Act provides that employee salaries be disclosed over $75,000. The 
disclosure for the Board of Directors is voluntary to promote transparency to citizens. 
Further specifics of remuneration may fall under privacy concerns. 

R: MNBC met all requirements under the Societies Act. Disclosure of employee remuneration, 
resulting from the MNGA motion, is completed twice per year according to internal 
government policy.  

R: More detailed financial statements were available and posted in the chat. These 
statements listed remuneration to Directors and employees in 2020. 

Q/C: The “Emphasis of Matter” paragraph you referenced from the past two years was not 
included in this year’s audit. Was that a result of federal or provincial funding? Are there 
accumulated surpluses and deficits with the endowment? Do deficits cut into that 
endowment funding? 

R: The “Emphasis of Matter” paragraph was not included for several reasons: 
• MNBC received provincial and federal funding;
• Good stewardship ensured there were continuous annual surpluses; and
• The endowment was fully supported by segregated cash.

Deficits to not cut into endowment funding.

Q/C: Will MNBC be able to acquire fee simple land and request the adjacent crown land? 

R: Where possible, MNBC is looking at adjacent land for expansion and for access. The 
primary goal with the province is for fee simple land transferred to MNBC for operations. 
These negotiations would occur between MNBC, the Province of BC, and the landowner. 
MNBC’s budget submission details MNBC’s intention to purchase land for housing and 
childcare, along with land conservancy, which allows citizens access to the land as long as 
it is protected.  
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Main Motion 
It was MOVED (Thomas Spence) and SECONDED (Monica Fisher) 

That the Métis Nation British Columbia 2021 Annual General Meeting accepts, as presented, the 
“Métis Provincial Council of British Columbia Financial Statements for the Year Ended 
March 31, 2021”. 

Question on the Main Motion  
Question was called on the Main Motion. A vote was conducted using an online voting system. 
AGM Chair Peltier declared that the resolution was: 

CARRIED (AGM2021-03) 
(In Favour 117, Opposed 8, Abstained 5) 

Main Motion 
It was MOVED (Patrick Harriott) and SECONDED (Susie Hooper) 

That the Métis Nation British Columbia 2021 Annual General Meeting appoints Manning Elliott 
Chartered Accountants as the Auditor for the 2021-22 fiscal year. 

Question on the Main Motion  
Question was called on the Main Motion. A vote was conducted using an online voting system. 
AGM Chair Peltier declared that the resolution was: 

CARRIED (AGM2021-04) 
(In Favour 105, Opposed 8, Abstained 6) 

MEETING ADJOURNED 
The Métis Nation British Columbia 2021 Annual General Meeting scheduled September 24-25, 2021 
adjourned on Day One – September 24, 2021 at 4:10 p.m. after setting the time to reconvene on Day Two 
– September 25, 2021 at 9:00 a.m.

DAY TWO | Saturday, September 25, 2021 

MEETING RECONVENED - CALL TO ORDER  
The Métis Nation British Columbia 2021 Annual General Meeting scheduled September 24-25, 2021 
reconvened on Day Two – September 25, 2021 at 9:00 a.m. 

6. KEYNOTE SPEAKER
The Honourable Anne Kang, Minister of Advanced Education and Skills Training, Province of BC,
acknowledged the territories of the Musqueam, Squamish, and Tsleil-Waututh First Nations, and
the North Fraser Métis Association. Gratitude was expressed to Acting President Smith,
Minister Hooper and the CEO for extending the invitation to speak at the AGM.

Minister Kang recognized the dedication and contribution of MNBC Directors and staff to provide
programs and services to Métis citizens across BC during COVID-19. Indigenous communities were 
hard hit during the pandemic, which was true all over the world. It created challenges for
Indigenous people, communities and organizations to participate in educational and training
opportunities.
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Despite these challenges, MNBC grew throughout the pandemic, which could only be achieved 
with a dedicated group that embodied the qualities of MNBC’s Mission: teamwork, respect, 
dedication, accountability, integrity and professionalism. Collaboration between the Ministry of 
Advanced Education and Skills Training and MNBC ensured progress on all initiatives. For example, 
MNBC’s valuable contribution to the development of the DRIPA Action Plan and revised Aboriginal 
Post-Secondary Education and Training Policy Framework. Once completed, the framework would 
include a comprehensive strategy that responded to and implemented the UNDRIP 
recommendations and responded to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s (TRC) Calls to 
Action. 

Minister Kang acknowledged additional collaborative initiatives with MNBC, which included: 
• $6 million to support Métis students receiving post-secondary education, including the

Vancouver Island University program, which included the Mid-Island Métis Nation students
• Funding support to the University of Victoria, in partnership with the Métis Nation of Greater

Victoria, to offer a Knowledge Keepers program, bringing community youth and scholars
together to share cultural ways of being

• A Thompson River University (TRU) Métis Youth Career Day, where post-secondary students
learned what career paths were available and networked with the Métis community

• Updating the 13-year-old Aboriginal Service Plan Program to focus on the TRC Calls to Action
and UNDRIP
o This new program is slated to launch in April 2022 and would strengthen accountability

from post-secondary institutions to students, communities, Métis learners, and
Chartered Communities

• An Indigenous Emergency Assistance Fund, helping Métis learners manage the impacts of the
pandemic
o $1 million was used to support Indigenous learners, with $3.6 million funded since 2017

and access by more than 4,000 First Nations, Inuit and Métis students
• Support and participation for the Indigenous Board Member gathering in July 2018; all 25

public post-secondary institutions had Indigenous representation on their Board of Governors
o The Province of BC hosted an annual gathering of the Board with the purpose to bring

together Indigenous Board Members to share common opportunities and challenges
o A MNBC representative was part of the planning team, and board representation was

increased at the second gathering in May 2021
o The Province of BC sought to increase Métis representation on post-secondary boards, as

their advice and guidance was critical to ensure the success of Métis learners
• $7.1 million in skills training and education funding was provided to MNBC to support

economic recovery by offering programs in communities, including construction, business
certificate programs, first aid, healthcare care aide, occupational training, etc.

• Increased partnerships and furthering opportunities to access skills training and education in
Métis communities.

Minister Kang expressed admiration of MNBC’s dedication to its Chartered Communities and was 
grateful to work together to bring many opportunities to the nation. As programs continued to 
be built, the Minister looked forward to working closely with MNBC to improve program delivery 
and ensure that Métis people had full and equal opportunities to participate in the BC economy 
and workforce. Through the continued collaboration, the Province of BC would ensure that the 
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post-secondary and training system was responsive to the needs of Métis learners and supported 
them to find success in their path.  

QUORUM ANNOUNCED 
AGM Clerk Gall confirmed that 123 registered voting delegates were in attendance. Chair Peltier reviewed 
the meeting standing rules. 

3. REVIEW AND ACCEPTANCE OF THE 2020 AGM DRAFT MINUTES
Related information: “Draft Minutes of the Métis Nation British Columbia/Métis Provincial Council
of British Columbia 2020 Annual General Meeting held February 18-20, 2021”

Main Motion
It was MOVED (Dean Gladue) and SECONDED (Debra Fisher)

That the Minutes of the Métis Nation British Columbia/Métis Provincial Council of British
Columbia 2020 Annual General Meeting held February 18-20, 2021, be adopted as presented.

Question on the Main Motion
Question was called on the Main Motion. A vote was conducted using an online voting system.
AGM Chair Peltier declared that the resolution was:

CARRIED (AGM2021-05) 
(In Favour 110, Opposed 11, Abstain 8) 

6. LOCATION OF 2022 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Main Motion
It was MOVED (Debra Fisher) and SECONDED (Susie Hooper)

BE IT RESOLVED THAT:

• That the Métis Nation British Columbia (MNBC) MNBC 2022 Annual General Meeting (AGM)
be held September 23-25, 2022;

• Subject to public health orders, the MNBC 2022 AGM be held in person in Kelowna, BC;

• If public health orders do not allow for an in-person AGM on this date, or there are significant
restrictions on in person gatherings, the AGM will be held virtually; and

• A decision to hold the MNBC 2022 AGM virtually must be made by the MNBC Board of
Directors 90 days prior to the AGM (June 25, 2022).

Discussion on the Motion 
During discussion, comments were offered regarding: 
• Concern that the movers and seconders were predetermined in advance of the AGM,

negating the ability for citizens to move or second a motion
• Choice of Kelowna for the 2022 AGM, as it was a carry forward suggestion from a previous

year.
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Point of Information 
In response to a Point of Information, the Parliamentarian advised that abstentions did not count 
as a “yes” or “no” vote. A majority of votes cast in favour or against the motion were required. 
However, for Constitutional Amendments, abstentions would have the same effect as a negative 
vote. 

Question on the Main Motion  
Question was called on the Main Motion. A vote was conducted using an online voting system. 
AGM Chair Peltier declared that the resolution was: 

CARRIED (AGM2021-06) 
(In Favour 108, Opposed 21, 5 Abstained) 

7. POLICY RESOLUTIONS
7.1. Resolution #1 – Natural Resources Act – Housekeeping and Updates

Related information: “Resolution #1 – Natural Resources Act – Housekeeping and Updates 

Main Motion 
It was MOVED (Anya McVean) and SECONDED (Susie Hooper) 

WHEREAS: 

A. It is necessary to ensure that the wording of Métis Nation British Columbia (MNBC)
legislation withstands critical grammatical scrutiny, is unambiguous in language, and reflects
current conditions; and

B. The recent creation of the Ministry of Environmental Protection and Métis Rights requires
certain clauses of the Natural Resources Act be modified to reflect current conditions.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT: 

C. The following changes be made to the Natural Resources Act:

Change “land-use” to “land use” throughout the Act;

2.4: Change “seven voting regional Captain of Natural Resources” to “eight voting regional
Captains of the Hunt”;

2.5: Change “Captain of Natural Resources” to “Captain of the Hunt”;

2.7: Change “Director of Natural Resources” to “Senior Director of Natural Resources”;

2.12: Strike “by the President of the MNBC”;

2.13: Change “Ministry of Natural Resources” to “Ministry of Economic Development and
Natural Resources”, change “Minister of Natural Resources” to “Minister of Economic 
Development and Natural Resources”, change “Director of Natural Resources” to 
“Senior Director of Economic Development and Natural Resources.”; 

Add the following definitions: 

“Minister of Environmental Protection” means the MNBC Board Member that has been 
assigned the Environmental Protection and Métis Rights Ministry. 

“Ministry of Environmental Protection” means the MNBC Secretariat department that is 
responsible for all environmental protection regulations and policy, under the authority of 
the Minister of Environmental Protection (political), Senior Director of Environmental 
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Protection (technical) and BCMANR. 

“Senior Director of Environmental Protection” means a person that is employed by the 
MNBC Secretariat with the requisite expertise and experience in environmental protection. 

Re-arrange the definitions listed under Article 2 to be in alphabetical order, and re-number 
the definitions as needed. 

4.0: Change “Ministry of Natural Resources” to “Ministry of Environmental Protection”; 

4.3: Change clause to read “The Senior Director of Environmental Protection shall make a 
formal written request to the MNBC for all expenditures of BCMANR.”; 

4.4: Change “Ministry of Natural Resources” to “Ministry of Environmental Protection”; 

5.1: Change clause to read “BCMANR shall keep written minutes of all meetings, and shall 
issue these minutes to the Senior Directors and Ministers of Natural Resources and 
Environmental Protection.”; 

Add “Purposes” to the end of the Article Six Header, so it reads “Harvesting for Profit and 
Commercial Purposes”; 

8.9: Change “over-turned” to “overturned”; 

9.1.9: Change “a member of a class of Métis Citizens” to “Métis Citizens”, change “lake, 
stream or area” to “lake, stream or area for special designated harvests”; 

9.4: Strike the entire clause; 

10.1: Change clause to “The Environmental Protection Policy is the responsibility of the 
MNBC Ministry of Environmental Protection”; 

10.3: Strike the entire clause; 

11.1: Change “the responsibility of the MNBC Ministry of Natural Resources” to “the joint 
responsibility of the MNBC Ministries of Natural Resources and Environmental 
Protection”; 

11.2: Strike the entire clause; 

11.5: Change clause to “The implementation of the Consultation Guidelines is the joint 
responsibility of the Senior Directors of Natural Resources and Environmental 
Protection, under the direction and guidance of the respective MNBC Ministers, 
where relevant.”; 

11.6.2: Change “MNBC Ministry of Natural Resources” to “The MNBC Ministry of Economic 
Development and Natural Resources and the Ministry of Environmental Protection”; 

11.7.5: Change “legal precedents” to “existing case law”; 

12.2 b: Change “for a period not to exceed five years, if the apprehension is recommended 
by the Captain’s Assembly to be greater than five years; the MNBC Minister of Natural 
Resources must sanction the apprehension.” to “for a period not to exceed five years.  
If the apprehension is recommended by the Captain’s Assembly to be greater than 
five years, the MNBC Minister of Environmental Protection must sanction the 
apprehension.”; 

Re-number clauses as required. 
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Discussion on the Motion 
During discussion, comments were offered regarding: 
• Further clarification on amended terminology, additional Ministers within the Natural

Resource Act, and changing the direction of BCMANR
• Need to receive the full Act rather than requested changes, including clauses that were to be

struck (Clauses 9.4, 10.3, and 11.2)
• Input provided by BCMANR to correct errors within the Natural Resources Act
• Ability of BCMANR to acquire its own funding streams, with no input from MNBC on its

budgets
• Provision of secretariat support by MNBC to BCMANR
• How Economic Development and Natural Resources worked together with environmental

protection and consultation and ensured all concerns of MNBC citizens are addressed
• Impacts restructuring may have on MNBC’s Section 35 rights for harvesting and BCMANR

initiatives
• Further clarification needed on “existing case law”, and whether the inclusion of tribunals

would limit court proceedings going forward, thus not setting a court precedent; for example,
with hunting infractions and asserting Section 35 rights
o Article 11 of the Natural Resources Act appertains to MNBC consultation guidelines, an

internal document, and informed BCMANR on its role to manage and determine the
adequacy of consultation activity within the context of MNBC consultation policies where
legal precedent applied; it pertained to the purpose and guidelines that framed
consultation

o Include “existing case law” within the definitions section to clarify that it did not include
the power to set up a tribunal process

• Ensuring Captains of the Hunt are present during the AGM to answer related questions and
to discuss impacts resolutions have on BCMANR
o Changes within the Natural Resources Act were intended to better support BCMANR

• Consulting with citizens in the province to understand fishing and hunting issues
• Effect of words within legal documents, which could set its own precedent in other formal

documents.

Amendment to the Main Motion 
It was MOVED (Daleen Thomas) and SECONDED (Patrick Harriott) 

That the Main Motion be amended as follows: remove “11.7.5: Change ‘legal precedents’ to 
‘existing case law’”. 

Discussion on the Amendment to the Main Motion 
During ensuing discussion, comments were offered regarding the potential to restrict governing 
internal agreements to only providing rights, which have been codified in BC case law. 

Recess  
The meeting recessed at 11:06 a.m. and reconvened at 11:17 a.m. 
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Question on the Amendment to the Main Motion 
Question was called on the Amendment to the Main Motion. A vote was conducted using an 
online voting system. AGM Chair Peltier declared that the motion was: 

CARRIED (AGM2021-07) 
(In Favour 76; Opposed 28; Abstain 11) 

Discussion on the Main Motion as Amended 
During discussion, comments were offered regarding the ability for the Senior Director of 
Economic Development to dialogue with both Ministries and proponents, and integrating 
harvesters into these dialogues.  

Motion to Close Debate 
It was MOVED (Walter Mineault) and SECONDED (Monica Fisher) 

That debate on the Main Motion as Amended be called to a close. 

Point of Order 
In response to a Point of Order that a motion was raised prior to question being called, AGM Chair 
Peltier advised that question was called prior to the delegate’s location in the queue. Should the 
vote fail, further opportunity would be provided for delegates to speak. 

Question on the Motion to Close Debate 
Question was called on the Motion to Close Debate. A vote was conducted using an online voting 
system. AGM Chair Peltier declared that the motion was: 

CARRIED (AGM2021-08) 
(In Favour 103; Opposed 22; Abstain 3) 

Question on the Main Motion as Amended 
Question was called on the Main Motion as Amended. A vote was conducted using an online 
voting system. AGM Chair Peltier declared that the resolution was 

CARRIED (AGM2021-09) 
(In Favour 81; Opposed 47; Abstain 2) 

7.2. Resolution #2 – MNGA Speaker 
Related information: “Resolution #2 – Speaker of the MNGA” 

Main Motion 
It was MOVED (Patrick Harriott) and SECONDED (Leann Saulter) 

WHEREAS: 

A. The current requirements for the Speaker of the Métis Nation Governing Assembly (MNGA),
as currently written in the MNGA Act, allow for any person, whether or not they are Métis,
to be appointed as Speaker of the MNGA; and

B. As a self-governing Nation, Métis Nation British Columbia has the right and responsibility to
govern itself amongst its own members, and to be governed free from any external
influence.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT: 

Article 5.2 of the MNGA Act be amended by: 
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Adding the following: 

A. At the end of the Article, the words “but must be a registered MNBC Citizen pursuant to the
Citizenship Act.”, so the full article reads:

5.0: The Speaker and Deputy Speaker shall:

5.2 May be made from within or outside the MNGA, but must be a registered 
MNBC Citizen pursuant to the Citizenship Act;. 

Discussion on the Main Motion 
During discussion, comments were offered regarding: 
• Supporting MNBC citizens and future leaders in participating in MNBC’s governing processes

o MNBC’s interests and assertions are different than other Métis governments
o MNBC’s voice does not carry similar weight as other Métis governments
o MNBC citizens have a familiarity and respect for MNBC’s Constitution, with an interest in

Métis rights
• Concerns that the MNGA Speaker could be biased, causing further division
• “We are one Métis Nation”; there is no division between provinces
• Common practice to invite an individual outside of the organization to chair the MNGA to

eliminate bias
• Increasing attendance at AGM’s to make better decisions for all MNBC citizens.

Question on the Main Motion  
Question was called on the Main Motion. A vote was conducted using an online voting system. 
AGM Chair Peltier declared that the resolution was 

CARRIED (AGM2021-10) 
(In Favour 101; Opposed 33; Abstain 1) 

7.3. Resolution #3 – MYBC Elected Offices Terms 
Related information: “Resolution #3 – MYBC Elected Offices Terms” 

Main Motion 
It was MOVED (Shaughn Davoren) and SECONDED (Lisa Shepherd) 

WHEREAS: 

A. The Métis Youth of British Columbia are a valuable resource for and on behalf of the Métis
Citizens and people of British Columbia, an effective voice in the MNBC governance process,
and an excellent model for the Canadian Métis and the Canadian population in general;

B. The other provincially elected positions within MNBC are elected for 4 year terms; and

C. For uniformity and simplicity, all provincially elected positions within Métis Nation British
Columbia (MNBC) should be for the same term length.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT: 

Article 6.2 of the MNBC Youth Act be amended to have all Regional Youth Representatives elected 
for a four (4) year term by: 

Replacing the existing Article 6.2 with the following: 

A. “The MYBC Committee, including the Provincial Métis Youth Chairperson, shall be elected for
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a four (4) year term in conjunction with the MNBC Electoral Act and MNBC Guidelines.” 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT: 

A. The amended Article 6.2 does not take effect until the 2024 MNBC Provincial Election; and

B. For further certainty, the positions of Regional Youth Representatives of the MYBC are
subject to election in 2022 as currently legislated under the MNBC Youth Act.

Discussion on the Motion 
During discussion, comments were offered regarding: 
• Preference of Youth Representatives to return to four-year terms
• Opportunity for Youth Representatives to move into a by-election without prejudice should

circumstances prevent them from completing their term
• Respecting and supporting MNBC’s future leaders
• Expectation that Youth Representatives would resign from their position upon reaching the

age of 31.

Question on the Motion  
Question was called on the Main Motion. A vote was conducted using an online voting system. 
AGM Chair Peltier declared that the resolution was: 

CARRIED (AGM2021-11) 
(In Favour 125; Opposed 3; Abstain 4) 

Recess 
The meeting recessed at 12:35 p.m. and reconvened at 1:15 p.m. 

QUORUM ANNOUNCED 
AGM Clerk Gall confirmed that 112 registered voting delegates were in attendance, and quorum had been 
met. 

7.4. Resolution #4 – Senate Timelines 
Related information: “Resolution #4 – Timeframe for Senate Appeals and Dispute Resolution 
Applications ” 

Main Motion 
It was MOVED (Thomas Spence) and SECONDED (Raynie Gervais) 

WHEREAS: 

A. The Métis Nation British Columbia (MNBC) Senate, as the independent, non-political judicial
branch of the MNBC governance structure, is a vitally important part of MNBC Governance;

B. MNBC Citizens have the right to submit appeals, apply for dispute resolution, and mediation
sessions to the MNBC Senate; and

C. While Citizens have a right to make applications to the Senate for the aforementioned issues, 
it is reasonable to have a defined time period where submissions to the Senate can be
accepted.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT: 

Article 9 of the Senate Act be amended to add a defined time frame for MNBC Citizens to apply 
for an appeal, where time frames are not currently existing in legislation: 
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A. Add the following:

9.2 Where a time frame to submit an appeal is not otherwise legislated, any appeal by a
MNBC Citizen must be made within sixty (60) days of the event. 

9.2.1 The Senate will consider an application for an extension of time to appeal. 

B. Subsequent articles be re-numbered as required.

Discussion on the Motion 
During discussion, comments were offered regarding: 
• Need for a clear definition for “the event” as stated in clause 9.2

o If a decision is to be appealed, that decision would be the “event”
• Use of broad language within the resolution to ensure that “the event” captured a myriad of

issues that could be brought before the Senate
• Confirmation that the resolution would not be retroactive to include current appeals before

the Senate
• Effect that the resolution would ensure the Senate Act was in line with the Election Act and

Citizenship Act.

Amendment to the Main Motion 
It was MOVED (Allison Hemmings-Cook) and SECONDED (Anya McVean) 

That Article 9.2 of the Main Motion be amended by replacing “any appeal by a MNBC citizen must 
be made within sixty (60) days of the event” with “subject to this Act, an appeal in respect of a 
decision of event must not be commenced more than sixty (60) days on which the decision or event 
is made”. 

Point of Order 
In response to a Point of Order questioning why the wording of the amendment was being worked 
on during the AGM, the AGM Chair advised that the purpose of the exercise was to accurately 
word the proposed amendment. 

Discussion on the Amendment to the Main Motion 
During discussion, comments were offered regarding limiting or exempting complaints from 
moving forward to the Senate in the manner in which it was intended. 

Question on the Amendment to the Main Motion 
Question was called on the Amendment to the Main Motion. A vote was conducted using an 
online voting system. AGM Chair Peltier declared that the motion was: 

DEFEATED (AGM2021-12) 
(In Favour 31; Opposed 84; Abstain 6) 

Discussion on Main Motion 
During discussion, comments were offered regarding: 
• Beginning and end timing of the “event”; and whether the event was at the moment of

decision, or upon receipt of the decision letter, which could be a significant delay in time
• Respect that the Senate provided input into the amendment.
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Question on the Main Motion  
Question was called on the Main Motion. A vote was conducted using an online voting system. 
AGM Chair Peltier declared that the resolution was: 

CARRIED (AGM2021-13) 
(In Favour 94; Opposed 20; Abstain 6) 

8. CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT RESOLUTIONS
The Parliamentarian reviewed the process and voting requirements for Constitutional
amendments, which required 75% vote in favour, and discussed the effect of an abstention vote.

8.1. Resolution #5 – Constitutional Amendment – MNGA-AGM Timelines 
Related information: “Resolution #5 – MNBC Constitution – MNGA/AGM Timelines” 

Main Motion 
It was MOVED (Louis De Jaeger) and SECONDED (Monica Fisher) 

WHEREAS: 

A. A constitution of a Nation represents the will of its people, and sets out the principles under
which the citizens of a Nation have agreed to be governed, and is subject to the “living tree”
doctrine which provides that a Nation should be vigilant to ensure that its constitution is
current and adapted to changes brought about through time;

B. The Métis Nation British Columbia (MNBC) Constitution is the supreme governing legislation
for the Métis Citizens of British Columbia, and, from time to time, it is deemed necessary to
review its provisions, and to incorporate any changes that may be due to the changing times
and the needs and wishes of the Métis Citizens of British Columbia, and to provide clarity
where it is seen to be required;

C. It is good governance for the MNBC to have any rules and restrictions, specifically regarding
the threshold of MNBC Citizens that must approve any further amendments to the
Constitution transparently stated in the Constitution;

D. The current COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated the inflexibility of MNBC Legislation,
leading to the 2020 AGM passing a motion to suspend an Article of the Constitution to allow
flexibility in scheduling the dates of the MNGA and AGM; and

E. MNBC legislation should be written to allow flexibility in extenuating circumstances, and any
suspension or overriding of MNBC legislation should be altogether avoided.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT: 

A. The following sections of the Constitution be amended as follows:

In Article 32:

Change the word “shall” to “must”;

Add the text “Subject to extenuating circumstances” after the text “at least five (5) months
prior to the MNBC Annual General Meeting.”, so it reads:

Article 32: The Métis Nation Governing Assembly must meet at least once per year in British 
Columbia at a meeting called with no less than sixty (60) days’ notice to the 
MNGA Members by the MNBC. The meeting must be held at least five (5) 
months prior to the MNBC Annual General Meeting, subject to extenuating 
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circumstances. The notice requirement does not apply to Article 32.1. 

In Article 68: 

Change the word “shall” to “must”; and 

Strike the words “during the month of September”, so it reads: 

Article 68: “An Annual General Meeting of the Métis Nation British Columbia must be held 
annually. The precise dates and locations of an AGM must be determined at the 
AGM immediately preceding that AGM.” 

Discussion on the Motion 
During discussion, comments were offered regarding: 
• Providing flexibility for the MNGA to sit less than five months in advance of an AGM
• Defining “extenuating circumstances” to ensure there is no room for interpretation

o Intention that “extenuating” be broad.

Quorum Announced 
AGM Clerk Gall confirmed that 127 registered voting delegates were in attendance, which meant 
96 votes were required in favour in order for the Main Motion to be carried. 

Question on the Main Motion  
Question was called on the Main Motion. A vote was conducted using an online voting system. 
AGM Chair Peltier declared that the resolution was 

CARRIED (AGM2021-14) 
(In Favour 103; Opposed 19; Abstain 2) 

Point of Order 
In response to a Point of Order regarding the inability to consider Resolution #6 without providing 
the Bylaws of the Métis Provisional Council of British Columbia (the “Bylaws”), AGM Chair Peltier 
advised that the Bylaws were available upon request through the Registrar. 

Recess 
The meeting recessed at 12:54 p.m. and reconvened at 1:30 p.m. 

8.2. Resolution #6 – Constitutional Amendment – Amending Formula 
Related information: “Resolution #6 – MNBC Constitution – Amending Formula” 

Main Motion 
It was MOVED (Tim Low) and SECONDED (Patrick Harriott) 

WHEREAS: 

A. A constitution of a Nation represents the will of its people, and sets out the principles under
which the citizens of a Nation have agreed to be governed, and is subject to the “living tree”
doctrine which provides that a Nation should be vigilant to ensure that its constitution is
current and adapted to changes brought about through time;

B. The Métis Nation British Columbia (MNBC) Constitution is the supreme governing legislation
for the Métis Citizens of British Columbia, and, from time to time, it is deemed necessary to
review its provisions, and to incorporate any changes that may be due to the changing times
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and the needs and wishes of the Métis Citizens of British Columbia, and to provide clarity 
where it is seen to be required; 

C. It is good governance for the MNBC to have any rules and restrictions, specifically regarding
the threshold of MNBC Citizens that must approve any further amendments to the
Constitution transparently stated in the Constitution; and

D. The Constitution does not specify an amending formula.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT:

Section “Amendment” of the Constitution be amended to mirror the amending formula that 
currently exists in the Bylaws of the Métis Provincial Council of British Columbia by: 

Adding the following: 

A. 73. This Constitution will only be amended by the following process:

73.1 Any amendment must be ratified by the MNGA, pursuant to the legislation of 
the MNGA Act; 

73.2 Amendments ratified by the MNGA are then presented for final approval to the 
Citizens present at the MNBC AGM. 

73.3 Ratification requires at least seventy-five (75%) of votes cast to be in favour of 
the proposed amendment. 

Discussion on the Motion 
During discussion, comments were offered regarding: 
• Respecting the time delegates take in attending the AGM and having their voice heard
• Making the Bylaw documents available in advance of any amendments relating to them

o MNBC staff would ensure Bylaws were available upon request by citizens
• Reviewing the agenda in advance of the meeting to ensure delegates were well-informed

when voting on resolutions.

Motion to Close Debate 
It was MOVED (Jan Ovans) and SECONDED (Thomas Spence) 

That debate on the Main Motion be called to a close. 
CARRIED (AGM2021-15) 

(In Favour 115; Opposed 12; Abstain 2) 

Quorum Announced 
AGM Clerk Gall confirmed that 135 registered voting delegates were in attendance, which meant 
102 votes were required in favour in order for the Main Motion to be carried . 

Question on the Main Motion  
Question was called on the Main Motion. A vote was conducted using an online voting system. 
AGM Chair Peltier declared that the resolution was 

CARRIED (AGM2021-16) 
(In Favour 106; Opposed 16; Abstain 1) 
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9. CLOSING COMMENTS
AGM Chair Peltier expressed appreciation for the discussion and debate, and to staff for assisting
with technical issues.

In response to a question, given technical challenges experienced by some citizens, whether
Elders could vote on resolutions in advance for future AGMs, AGM Chair Peltier advised that the
resolutions may differ during the AGM.

10. CLOSING PRAYER
Senator John Sayers offered a Closing Prayer.

CONCLUSION 

It was MOVED (Daleen Thomas) and SECONDED (Paul Ricard) 

That the Métis Nation British Columbia 2021 Annual General Meeting scheduled September 24-25, 2021, 
now conclude.  

CARRIED (AGM2021-17) 
(Time: September 25, 2021 at 3:17 p.m.) 

* * *

This is a true and correct copy of the Minutes of the Métis Nation British Columbia 2021 Annual General 
Meeting scheduled September 24-25, 2021, and incorporates any and all corrections made at the time of 
adoption. 

Susie Hooper, Secretary  Lissa Smith, Acting President 
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